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Malo from latin word means I prefer

I prefer telling an authentic and unique story. 

The finest quality of cashmere, the lightness of linum and 

the precious cotton Makò have created the history of 

Malo. Passion, research and italian know-how with comfort, 

exquisite taste and sophisticated style,

allow to go over time and to be part of a unique identity.
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HISTORY

For more than 40 years Malo has maintained its essential values in the luxury field 
and in the cult of beauty.  

Founded in Florence in 1972, it soon became a leading manufacturer of high-end 
cashmere knitwear. From the noble materials, unique and valuable garments 
come to life confirming the rigorous attention placed on quality, tradition, 
experimentation with new techniques and processes. 
The original headquarters are located in Florence, where the management, style 
and design studio, as well as production, quality control, warehouse and logistics 
departments can be found.  
The lighter and more refined garments are produced in Piacenza, whereas the 
showroom is based in Milan. 
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Many have been working for Malo for decades bringing their know-how. 

Among the fashion designers: Tommaso Aquilano and Roberto Rimondi, 
Alessandro DellʼAcqua, Saverio Palatella… just to mention a few, in collaboration 
with the Internal Design Department of Malo. 

Alongside cashmere, the brand has consolidated other product lines that include 
accessories, leather goods, licenses for homewear and childrenswear. 
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A team of talented people that develop new ideas and experiment new options 
for the continuous evolution of garments but with a common denominator: the 
promise of a luxury product 100% Made in Italy. 

Itʼs a statement which deservedly holds great cachet.  Why?  Because the quality 
produced is unmatched and the know-how achieved in Malo's Italian manufacturing 
premises is unique in its kind. From the beauty of Florence, to the splendor of 
Botticelli, from Leonardo da Vinci to the wow of the Ferrari, Made in Italy brings 
with it a reference system of values unique in its kind.  What underlines the magic 
is an appreciation of a lifestyle infused with sensuality, quality, passion and intuition. 

Malo carries those features: the finest cashmere made to delight refined senses.   
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There's intuition that shows you where to go.  
There's national pride, which always reminds you where you're from.  There's 
the present that tells you how far you've come. 
There's the future that helps you dream a different project.  
There's the past that represents your roots. Solid, without which there would be 
no base to build a road on.  
That's how life is. 

So this is Malo, an artisan driven house with great passion and intuition infused 
into each part of the design process, from the choice of cashmere yarns to 
spinning, dyeing and knitting. 
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